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Thanks to those parents who have already filled in the parent survey – there is still one week to go before it 

closes so CLICK HERE if you don’ want to miss out. I will publish a summary of the results in the next newsletter 

and use your valuable feedback to guide future article content. 

This week I will have a look at TikTok. You might remember an article last year on Musical.ly, well TikTok is its 

rebrand. Once again users can create and share music videos. Some of the problems associated with Musical.ly 

have been solved, you can delete TikTok accounts and making them private is much easier. 

However, there are still many things for parents to watch out for and be concerned about. Firstly, new 

accounts are public by default. This means that until you change the privacy settings other users can see your 

videos, message you directly and even use your location information. This is easily fixed, but needs to be done 

so that you can control the amount of information you are sharing and with whom.  

Whilst the age limit is 13+ a separate section has been set up for younger users which allows them access to 

‘clean’ version and more age appropriate videos. Another benefit is that they can’t comment or post their own 

videos. Unfortunately bypassing these features is only a falsified birthdate away.  

In closing, TikTok can be a lot of fun, but if you allow your child to use it, it will require active supervision on 

your part to ensure that it is a positive experience and does not expose your child to unwanted attention from 

people they don’t know in the real world. If you want further information you can read Commonsense Media’s  

full review here. 

Finally, this week I want to share some of the fabulous work completed by our Grade 4 students. This year the 

Year 4 students have been learning about what is safe and unsafe to share/post online. Whilst they have been 

taught that any information that identifies who they are, their location or could be used to steal their identity 

is unsafe, the overarching rule is that they should consult a trusted adult first. 

The task they were given was to create two profiles, one that was safe to share and one that was unsafe. The 

safe profile would be about them and the unsafe one would be about a made up person. Here is a sample of 

their work, others are on display in the Digi Tech Lab or if you ask your son/daughter to log in to Office 365 

they can show you their own work which is in their Class Notebook. 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=N7Ns2Ycaz0S2mzzsM0pMH9zMNaKcP1FApHCKC614aihUQ0w3VDRQRTlIVkdFWFJERU9JMzRWWU9WSS4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=N7Ns2Ycaz0S2mzzsM0pMH9zMNaKcP1FApHCKC614aihUM0Q5NjFBSDIwNUlSVDFGRUZPTk0zTzEyRC4u
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/app-reviews/musically-your-video-social-network
http://go.vermontps.vic.edu.au/students/
http://go.vermontps.vic.edu.au/students/
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